2000 dodge durango problems

The following chart shows the 22 most common problems for Dodge Durango. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's suspension with problems. The second most
common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling problems. In our
research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a
certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total
sales of the Dodge Durango in the United States are 53, units [1]. If the total number of problems
reported by Dodge Durango owners in the last 20 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 20, the
PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of
reliability comparison across Dodge Durango model year vehicles. The following chart shows
the number of problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Dodge
Durango in When making the decision between buying a new or used Dodge Durango, the
following table can be used to compare the Dodge Durango with the Dodge Durango from other
model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the Durango is 1, while the average
number of problems reported for the 23 model years of the Dodge Durango is Car Problems. All
Cars Dodge Durango Dodge Durango - Problems, Statistics, and Analysis. Table 1. Common
problems of the Dodge Durango. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Dodge Durango with other
model years. Engine And Engine Cooling. Power Train. Service Brakes. Electrical System. Air
Bag. Vehicle Speed Control. Seat Belt. Gasoline Fuel System. Exterior Lighting. Electronic
Stability Control. Other Fuel System. Unknown Or Other. Parking Brake. Air Brake. Switch Year:
See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? Vehicles has been making front noise of axel is about to come off - sometime in the
summer I had the bearing replaced as they had cracked then the noise in front of vehicle
suspension started again. I think that this may be a recall problem. Add Complaint. Front left
bushing repaired 6 times and still squeaks at every suspension compression. I paid out of
pocket both times. He told me to check into recall on Dodge Durango. The contact owns a
Dodge Durango. While driving various speeds over hills or bumps, the vehicle would vibrate
abnormally. The vehicle was taken to a repair shop and the technician stated that it was unsafe
to drive because the ball joints were severely corroded. The contact called an authorized dealer
in reference to NHTSA campaign id number 04V suspension:front:control arm:upper ball joint
and was informed that his VIN was not included in the recall. The contact would be responsible
for the repair costs. The vehicle has not been repaired. The failure and current mileages were
90, The contact heard a clunking noise in the front suspension while driving 5 mph. She called
the dealer in reference to NHTSA campaign id number 04V suspension:front:control arm:upper
ball joint. The technician stated that because her vehicle was 2 wheel drive, her VIN was
excluded from the recall. The contact would be responsible for the recall repair. She is in the
process of having the vehicle repaired. The manufacturer was unable to assist. The failure and
current mileages were , In August of , the contact heard an unfamiliar noise coming from the
front passenger side of the vehicle. She noticed that the front passenger side tire was wearing
faster than normal and had to be replaced twice. Between September of and August of , the
noise intensified. The dealer stated that the front passenger side ball joint was the cause of the
failure. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , I was told that the upper and lower
ball joints needed to be replaced. I have owned many vehicles and never have had so many
front end issues on one vehicle than this one. I was wondering if there has been any recalls on
the 2 wheel drive Dodge Durango, rear wheel drive. Front ball joints failed. Make: Dodge model:
Durango year: , I always had problems with the Durango since about 13,, now have 93,
Replacement of ball joints, brake calipers, and continuous checks for clicking and vibration
feeling in the steering column. This has not been right from the start. I believe there is
something defective with the steering and front end. Each time I take it to the dealer for service
they can never duplicate the problem. I have enjoyed the Durango, except for these front end
problems. The steering makes noises and has a funny response to the turning process. Could
you please review closer. Dodge dealership charged for recall related alignment to my vehicle.
April L. In rockmart ga. Which in an instant threw her across the opposite lane and into the
embankment on the other side of the road. After hitting the embankment the vehicle came to a
rest on the driver side bumper, the driver side wheel was completely bowed towards the rear of
the vehicle. This is a current insurance claim, but we are waiting to hear of the results, which
also resulted in two false citations for her driving ability. Clanking grinding noise in front end
while making slow left or right turns. While driving 55 mph and changing lanes consumer heard
a loud popping sound. Consumer pulled over and found the front passenger side tire wheel was
titled outward. While driving 30 mph front end collapsed. As a result front wheels separated.
Goodyear rotated the tires which didn't help. They later diagnosed it as the ball joints failing. I
remembered seeing the recall investigation on the news and took it immediatley for diagnosis. I
also have several other issues, such as 1. I also had to replace the speed sensor. While pulling

out of a parking lot the front suspension broke on the driver's side. This caused the front
driver's side rim to break, the wheel to turn outwards, and tire went flat. This resulted in the
vehicle hitting a pole. This may have been caused by ball joint failure. I have had to recently
replace the whole front suspension on my Dodge Durango not limited to the ball joints. All ball
joints, both upper and lower, plus the control arms, and front shocks had to be replaced. I have
been stationed in guantanamo bay, cuba for the last three years and I finally got a chance to
take my Durango in for some much needed work since arriving back in the states. I told them I
had noise coming from the front end of my vehicle. We have heard this noise for about six
months and then I saw the show in cbs about three weeks after arriving back in the states. Low
and behold, you can add our vehicle to the list of problems. We had to have all our front ball
joints replaced along with other front end work. We really enjoy our Durango, but we will think
twice about buying another Dodge when they don't care about the safety of there customers.
While driving 50 mph vehicle vibrated in the front. Consumer took vehicle to the dealership.
When making a right hand turn front end produces a knocking noise. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We try and make
the car buying process as easy and transparent as possible by offering unbeatable wholesale
prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We understand that we do business a little
differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and we hope streamlining the process and
cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not only let you buy a quality vehicle at a
fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but hopefully also leave you with a great
feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring you back for years to come. Be sure to
visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at iAutoOhio. South Pointe Chevrolet has a
wide selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Dodge
Durango. Do so much more with one vehicle. This Dodge Durango gives you everything you
need an automobile to be. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage
vehicle is one of a kind. The Dodge exterior is finished in a breathtaking Black Clearcoat, while
being complemented by such a gorgeous Dark Slate Gray interior. This color combination is
stunning and absolutely beautiful! We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information. Odometer is miles below market average! Your Chrysler Dealer since ! That means
we put our customers first, before everything else. Call us today for all automotive needs. We
believe that everyone deserves to drive a newer, nicer car today. Although every reasonable
effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute
accuracy. Good or Bad credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new
Downtown district - Stop in and see why! This great opportunity is located at the Buick GMC
building. This Dodge Durango SLT has a tough exterior complemented by a well-designed
interior that offers all the comforts you crave. Smooth steering, superior acceleration and a
supple ride are just a few of its qualities. It's not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This
is a very low mileage Dodge Durango. A rare find these days. Our No Hassle Internet Pricing
mission is to present value to all our customers. No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by
polling vehicle listings hourly. This ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing
on every pre-owned vehicle we sell. We do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning
a negotiating contest with our customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After
doing business from New Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for
our customers. This Durango might be the sharpest and best Durango around town! The body
is pristine with a very clean, shiny, stylish, and eye catching appearance. I like the smooth,
quiet, reliable, roomy, strong, and sporty ride. The interior looks nearly new! This Durango
comes with running boards, newer tires on factory Alloy wheels, roof rack, front bucket seats
with center console, SXT package, bug shield, rain guards, tow package, rear wiper and
defroster, privacy glass, CD stereo, fog lamps, privacy glass, 4x4, auto, air, 4. If you demand
perfection, quality, reliability, style, and a very strong running 4x4 SUV, then this gorgeous
Durango may be for you! Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come
to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead
allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our
dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees,
especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit
our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! Tech special probably needs motor, new bigger tires,
updated radio, power windows, locks, seat, mirrors, aluminum wheels with newer tires, four
wheel drive, good looking local trade. Please call or text Sam at Please call or text Seth at , All
vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax. HEMI Magnum 5. Harvest Auto is
very proud to offer this great Dodge Durango. The home of Bottom Line Pricing where we shop
our prices against the competition every day to take the headache out of car buying.
Non-commission Sales Consultants and a fast friendly experience means not only will we find

the vehicle that best meets your needs and your budget. Just shop us, you'll be glad you did!
Visit us on the web at Blow out price. This vehicle is a trade in liquidation. This is a non-certified
vehicle. Vehicle to be sold in as-is condition. This vehicle is not eligible for financing through
the dealership. Vehicle comes with one key. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
New Listing. Title issue. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
purchased a Durango with 4. This motor has plenty of get and go. It will squeal the tires without
hesitation. The motor needs proper oil changes and I would recommend high quality motor oil.
The bad side of this vehicle is you will average 12 MPG and it took quite a while to heat up. Get
an auto start for it. I keep record of my fills and I mostly drove rural roads. My vehicle had rear
air which was nice. If MPG is not an issue I would recommend the vehicle. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more.
Add your complaint? Car given to me by a family member in Nov with K miles, was the original
owner, vehicle was very well maintained. Approximately Feb , driving 70 mph down interstate,
car acted like it died-lost all power for about 10 secs, then it came back to life. It was about a
month later, it did it again. Mechanic replaced throttle body position sensor? No noise, rattles,
no check engine lights, just would shut off like the key was turned off. Didn't matter the terrain
or speed, just while driving. Initially it would immediately restart. It seems to have gotten worse
since the hotter weather. And it shuts down after driving about 20 mins when the engine has
really warmed up. I finally noticed a no bus message on the odometer-which from researching
means the computer isn't communicating. Mechanic unable to pull a code, said it's clearing
itself out right after it throws it. Today went in, and we got lucky and hooked machine while car
was running and it died. And the scanner would not recognize nor communicate with the PCM.
And it doesn't seem to have a single fix for it. Some a new PCM worked, some other sensors,
one said just loosening the screws on the PCM worked for him, some nothing worked. This is
so dangerous, car just shutting off without warning while you're driving. I can not believe this
hasn't been a recall issue after 20 years. I see a lot of this model of vehicle on the road still, but
it doesn't seem limited to just the Durangos either. It almost seems as if something near the
PCM or the wires to it are getting too hot and causing an issue or even burning out the PCM. Did
a reset by unhooking battery cable, and the car restarted this last time. This is dangerous for
everyone. Add Complaint. Shuts off engine when your driving for no apparent reason. The
odometer has a no bus reading on it. This is very dangerous! Vehicle stalls without warning.
May stall multiple times same day, then not for a few weeks. Vehicle may be hot or cold, and
outside temperature doesn't seem to affect stalling. Turning or driving straight. Public street or
straight as in using driveway. Stationary, may start then stall, or while in motion. Not one date all the time. Date below is is just to fill in the blank. Basically, for each problem I'm having either
my truck shuts off without warning while driving at any speed or in the middle of turning
electrical stability. Radiator fan fuse blows each time its suppose to come on engine and car
shakes while driving or exact what NHTSA campaign id: 08E states. The contact owns a Dodge
Durango. While driving at an unknown speed, the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to an
unknown dealer where it was diagnosed that the transmission neutral switch, fuel gauge, and
alternator failed. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not contacted. The
approximate failure mileage was , When driving foe 10 miles. Engine shuts off. Loose all power.
New PCM. Same results. I purchased a Dodge Durango used at K miles in November By March ,
it turned off randomly while I was driving, multiple times over the course of 6 months. The
speed didn't matter. After seeing 2 mechanics, they sent me to an electrical specialist who
determined it was my PCM. I replaced it 3 times, and the second one sent to me had holes
drilled in it then filled with silicone. That one worked the least. Apparently, the PCM was
replaced once before I purchased it. When I got the third one in, it seemed to correct the issue.
How is the engine shutting off randomly not a recall issue" what if it shut off while I was driving
down the highway at 65mph? Head gasket leak created a heater core issue where coolant would
"mist" through the vents. This posed a health risk to my children and I who have asthma. And
there's no telling the long term effects of inhaling coolant mist. Due to cost, we had to reroute
the heater core, thus disabling it and going without heat and defrost during the winter months.
Since then, the gasket issue is now causing even more issues of smoking under the hood,
smoke out the tail pipe, and coolant overheating. It is my understanding head gaskets are a
common problem with Durangos. It's about time they issue a recall and fix it. I'm greatly
concerned about my children's health and safety, plus the environmental impact from the
emissions change due to the gasket. While driving approximately 30 mph, the vehicle lost

power without warning. The vehicle was pulled over to the side of the road. The failure recurred
multiple times. The contact stated that the sensors were replaced throttle position sensor,
crankshaft, speed cam, aic, spark plug wires, rotors and distributor cup, distributor rotor,
ignition coil, map sensor. The manufacturer was notified. While driving approximately 55 mph,
the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle restarted after disabling the PCM wires. The
failure recurred whenever the vehicle was in operation. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic on numerous occasions. The crankshaft sensor, camshaft sensor, and oxygen sensor
were replaced at different times. In addition, the other components replaced were the distributor
cap, ignition coil, and ECM relay. The failure persisted after each repair was performed. The
manufacturer was notified of the failures. The VIN was unavailable. While driving approximately
30 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. After waiting ten minutes, the vehicle restarted and
resumed normally. The failure recurred on numerous occasions when driving various speeds.
The vehicle was taken to several independent mechanics who were unable to locate the failure.
The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. While driving various speeds, the vehicle
accelerated and decelerated independently. In addition, the vehicle stalled and was able to be
restarted. The vehicle was taken to a dealer and an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the mat sensor, cam sensor, spark plugs, and multiple parts needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however, the failure persisted. The failure mileage was , It
has been told to me that a spacer is needed to be installed in the mechanism. Second and more
important is the engine cuts off when the car is decelerating; all power to the car is impeded.
The car will not restart immediately. Multiple times the truck has just died. Driving down the
road no warning. The vehicle runs just fine and starts right back up. Yesterday this happened
on the highway and almost caused a major accident. When it dies you loose all power steering
and power brakes. It is dangerous and ive found numerous complaints online from Durango
owners with the same problem. Would start spitting jumping jerking rough idle almost stop then
would pull over put in part would idle really low to where it almost die go to pull out barely
would like it was stalling no power even with the gas pedal to the floor was a couple times I
almost got hit because it would start this and lose power slow way down would try to get off to
side of the road thought it might be the gas so we got the really high grade to just see still does
it have got stranded out a couple times had to get someone to come help me get it home it
scares me I'm afraid I'm going to get hit when it does this and I'm on fixed income so I can't
afford to spend any money on it to fix it so was wondering if it was something that maybe it was
recalled for I bought it used in from a lady that let me make payments til I got it paid for thank
you - Mosheim, TN, USA. After reading the other posts on this website, I wanted to share my
problem. I own a Dodge Durango, it has about , miles. My husband and I are retired and only
drive it a few times a week. After owning the truck for four months, it would not start. I had it
towed to the garage and was told it was the cam sensor. After the sensor was replaced I had no
problems for about six months. Then it would not start sometimes, even when it was cold. It
would die while driving regardless of the speed. I mean it just shuts off completely. Sometimes
it would start right back up and sometimes it would take fifteen minutes or more. I took it back
to the garage and the mechanic was surprised that the cam sensor was bad again. He replaced
the cam sensor and the truck was good for about four months. Just recently while we on
vacation about two hours from home the sensor went bad again! If this is a common problem,
what doesn't Dodge fix the problem, and reimburse Durango owners for the repair bills! I was
driving on the interstate speed limit 75 and the engine just shut off. No steering, no brakes, no
codes, no warning lights nothing. Thank goodness it was in the evening and light traffic, got
finally stopped and had to wait 2hrs before restarting, went about another 5 miles and did it
again. Finally got to where I was going and then the next day had to travel again on interstate
and it did it again and had to wait 45 minutes to restart. When I finally got home I search the
internet for this problem and there a many many sites that people have had the same
problem!!!! The contact stated that while driving 25 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning.
The contact stated that the engine could not be restarted for a minimum of thirty minutes. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer for diagnostic testing where the dealer could not find a defect in
the vehicle. The contact also took the vehicle to a local mechanic and the mechanic could not
find an issue with the vehicle. The contact stated that while at a complete stop, the vehicle
suddenly stalled. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic where it was determined that the
computer needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The vehicle
was also repaired by the dealer and the failure recurred. The contact stated that the vehicle
stalled without warning. The dealer had not been able to determine what caused the failure. The
failure mileage was unknown but the current mileage was , A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US

vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Quick Links. Table of Contents. Chapters Engine 1 Table of Contents 21 5. Page 2: L Engine 9 2 4. Page 3: Engine 4. The engine serial number is located at the right front side of the engine
block Fig. Page 5: Cylinder Block 4. Page 6: Valve Spring 9 - 6 4. Each The valve springs are
made from high strength secondary chain drives a thirty tooth cam sprocket chrome silicon
steel. Page 7: Oil Pan 4. The exhaust manifolds are made of high silicon molybdenum cast iron.
The exhaust manifolds The engine oil pan is made of laminated steel and are covered by a three
layer laminated heat shield has a single plane sealing surface. Page 8: Service
Diagnosis-Performance 9 - 8 4. Weak battery 1. Charge or replace as necessary. Corroded or
loose battery 2. Clean and tighten battery connections. Apply a coat of light mineral grease to
the terminals. Page 9 4. Incorrect ignition timing. Refer to Group 8D, Ignition System. Worn or
burned distributor rotor. Replace distributor rotor. Worn distributor shaft. Page Service
Diagnosis-Mechanical 9 - 10 4. High or low oil level in 1. Refer to Group 0, Lubrication and
crankcase. Thin or diluted oil. Change oil and filter. Page Service Diagnosis-Lubrication 4.
Gaskets and O-Rings. EXCES- air. Page Engine Oil Leak Inspection 4. The seal area on block
mating surfaces. Page Checking Engine Oil Pressure 4. Page Engine Oil 9 - 16 4. An Energy
Conserving type oil is recommended for gasoline engines. Page Cylinder Bore-Honing 9 - 18 4.
Page Valve Service 4. For refer- ence purposes, mark the chain-to-sprocket position Fig. Page
21 4. Page Timing Chain-Measuring Wear 9 - 22 4. Page 23 4. Page Piston Rings-Fitting 9 - 24 4.
Page Connecting Rod Bearings-Fitting 4. Page Crankshaft Main Bearings 4. Page Removal And
Installation 9 - 28 4. Select inserts required to obtain the specified bearing-to-journal clearance.
Install the crankshaft into the cylinder block. Refer to Crankshaft in this section for procedure.
Page Engine Mount-Rear 4. Page Structural Cover 9 - 30 4. Refer to Group 11, Exhaust Sys- tem.
Page Engine Assembly 4. Page 33 4. Page Intake Manifold 4. Page Exhaust Manifolds 9 - 36 4.
Page 37 4. Page Cylinder Head Cover 9 - 38 4. Page 39 4. Bolt Qty 4 Nut Qty 2 45 degrees lbs.
Stud Qty 2 Page Rocker Arms 9 - 40 4. Page Cylinder Heads 4. Page Right Cylinder Head 9 - 42
4. Do not attempt to remove the cylinder head without removing these four bolts. NOTE: The
cylinder head is attached to the cylinder block with fourteen bolts. Page 43 4. Discard the
gasket. CAUTION: Do not lay the cylinder head on its gas- ket sealing surface, due to the design
of the cylin- der head gasket any distortion to the cylinder head sealing surface may prevent the
gasket from prop- erly sealing resulting in leaks. Refer to Tim- ing Chain Cover in this section.
NOTE: Mark the secondary timing chain prior to removal to aid in installation. Page 45 4. Page
Valve Springs And Seals 9 - 46 4. Page Crankshaft Damper 4. Page Timing Chain Cover 9 - 48 4.
Page Timing Chain And Sprockets 4. Refer to Group 7, Cooling System for procedures. Page
Right Cylinder Head 9 - 50 4. Page 51 4. Page 53 4. Page Idler Shaft-Timing Drive 4. Refer to
Group 19, Steering for procedure. Refer to Group 7, Cooling System for procedure. Page
Camshafts-In Vehicle 9 - 56 4. Page Special Tool Wedge 4. Page 59 4. Page 63 4. Page Oil Pan
4X4 Vehicle 9 - 64 4. Page Piston And Connecting Rod 4. Install the mounting bolt and nuts.
Page Crankshaft 4. Refer to Engine Assembly in this section for procedure. NOTE: Apply
sealant to the tone wheel retaining screws prior to installation. Page Flexplate 4. Refer to Crankshaft Main Bearings in this section for procedure. Page 71 4. Page Crankshaft Oil Seal-Rear 4.
Refer to Group 21, Transmission and Transfer Case. Refer to procedure in this section. Page

Engine Core Plugs 9 - 74 4. Page Piston And Connecting Rod 9 - 76 4. Mating surface of the oil
pump housing should be smooth. Page 77 4. Page Specifications 9 - 78 4. Page 79 4. MAX 0.
Page 81 4. Clearance Over Rotors. Blockâ€”Bolts Cover Out - of -Flat. Rear Mount to â€” Page
Special Tools 9 - 82 4. Page 83 4. Page 85 4. Page Description And Operation 5. Page Cylinder
Head Cover Gasket 9 - 90 5. The valves located in The cylinder head cover gasket is a
steel-backed the cylinder head open and close to either allow clean silicone gasket, designed
for long life usage Fig. Page Crankshaft Main Bearings 5. One half of the main bearing is located
in the crank- shaft main bore the other half of the matching bear- ing is located in the main
bearing cap Fig. Page Engine Performance 9 - 92 5. Inspect stamped parts to ensure lined in
Group 0, Lubrication and Maintenance. For gasket rails are flat. Page 93 5. Page Hydrostatic
Lock 5. Page Measuring Timing Chain Stretch 5. The width of the exhaust seats should be 1.
Page Pistons-Fitting 9 - 98 5. It may be necessary to block the crankshaft to prevent rotation.
Page 99 5. Page Connecting Rod Bearings-Fitting 9 - 5. Limits of taper or out-of-round on any
crankshaft journals should be held to 0. Bearings are available in 0. Page 5. Refer to Group 3,
Differential and Driveline in this publication. Page Engine Mount-Rear 9 - 5. Page Intake Manifold
5. Page 9 - 5. Page Exhaust Manifold 5. Tighten in alternating steps 1. Page Cylinder Head Cover
9 - 5. Page Valves And Valve Springs 9 - 5. Discard the flange side gaskets and the 11 Install
distributor cap and wires. Page Hydraulic Tappets 5. If spacers are installed, measure 4 Remove
the serpentine belt refer to Group 7, from the top of spacer. Page Timing Chain Cover 9 - 5. Page
Timing Chain 5. Page Camshaft Bearings 5. Page Distributor Drive Shaft Bushing 9 - 5. All
bearing capbolts removed during service pro- cedures are to be cleaned and oiled before
installation. When installing a new upper bearing shell, slightly chamfer the sharp edges from
the plain side. Page Oil Pan 5. Page 9 - A 5. Page Oil Pump 5. Withdraw nozzle and wipe excess
seal- 1 Clean Gasket Maker residue and sealant from ant off the oil pan seal groove. Page
Crankshaft Oil Seals-Rear 9 - 5. If tool does not fit, the cover must be removed and installed
properly. Be careful not to damage the crankshaft seal bore of cover. Total runout should not
exceed 0. Page Cylinder Block 9 - 5. Clean head rail, if necessary. Check the gasket for use in
head cover installation. If damaged, use a new gasket. Clean oil screen and pipe thoroughly in
clean sol- vent. Inspect condition of screen. Page Cylinder Block 5. Page Specifications 9 - 5.
Angle Taper Max. Spring Tension Inner Rotor Thickness Location Diameter Page Torque
Specifications 9 - 5. The pump uses a pick-up tube and screen The 5. The camshaft bearings
hole in the corresponding rocker arm. Oil from the receive oil from the main bearing galleries.
Page Cylinder Head Cover Gasket 9 - 5. Page Service Diagnosis-Gasoline Engines 9 - 5. Weak or
dead battery 1. Check charging system. Worn or incorrectly gapped spark 3. Replace or clean
and re-gap spark plugs Refer to plugs group 8D, Ignition System 4. Worn or burned distributor
rotor 4. Insufficient oil supply 1. Check engine oil level. Low oil pressure 2. If ok, Perform oil
pressure test. Page Intake Manifold Leakage Diagnosis 5. Misaligned or 1. Replace gasket
deteriorated gaskets 2. Loose fastener, 2. Tighten, repair or replace the part broken or porous
metal part 3. Front or rear 3. Page Hydraulic Tappets 9 - 5. The tappet should be replaced. A
heavy click is Before disassembling any part of the engine to cor- caused by a tappet check
valve not seating, or by for- rect tappet noise, check the oil pressure. Page Service Procedures
5. This anaerobic type gasket material cures in the absence of air when squeezed between
smooth machined metallic surfaces. It will not cure if left in the uncovered tube. Page Engine Oil
9 - 5. Page Cylinder Bore-Honing 9 - 5. Page Valve Timing 5. Measure valve stem guide
clearance as follows: 7 Make sure all fluid has been removed from the 1 Install Valve Guide
Sleeve Tool C over cylinders. Page Pistons-Fitting 9 - 5. Page Connecting Rod Bearings-Fitting
5. Page Engine Rear Support 9 - 5. Page Engine Assembly 5. Remove 2 bracket to pinion nose
ad
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lasaber
aptor bolts. Separate engine from insulator by removing upper nut washer assembly and bolt
from engine support bracket. Remove alignment studs if used. Page Cylinder Head 5. Remove
the generator. Identify valves to ensure installation in 9 Install air cleaner assembly and air inlet
hose. Page Timing Chain Cover 5. Page Timing Chain 9 - 5. Page Camshaft Bearings 9 - 5. Page
Crankshaft Main Bearings 9 - 5. Page Crankshaft 9 - 5. Page Crankshaft Oil Seal-Front 9 - 5.
Finger tighten pump attaching bolts. Page Crankshaft Oil Seals-Rear 5. The upper material after
assembly. Assem- bearing cap. Page Cleaning And Inspection 9 - 5. Press rotor to the side with
your fingers and measure clearance between rotor and pump body Fig. If clearance is 0. Bore
and Stroke Head Diameter â€” Clearance to bore 0. Clearance at Top of Skirt 0. Page
Specifications 5. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an

account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

